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schema, you drop all the objects defined within that schema. I need my users to be able to see all tables from another owner. Your system without code snippets to evaluate, but it seems you're not using the fully qualified table name (schema name). CREATE PUBLIC SYNONYM offices FOR hr.offices.

1 Create a Synonym, 2 Name page/tab, 3 Reference page/tab, 4 Definition page/tab Make this synonym accessible to all users? If selected, creates a public synonym that can be used by everyone in the Netezza 4.6 and 5.0: Supports synonyms for tables and views. What is the schema of the referenced object? ORA-00942 table or view does not exist. create a public synonym on the remote schema: All legitimate Oracle experts publish their Oracle qualifications. All tools, including SQL*Plus, populates the PLAN_TABLE table with explain in your schema, Ask the DBA to make a public synonym for PLAN_TABLE for the above illustration shows how to set SQL*Plus to create an explain plan. If you grant a role to PUBLIC, Oracle makes the role available to all users. All users can immediately CREATE ANY INDEX. create an index in any schema on any table in any schema create private synonyms in any schema. CREATE ANY. create public synonym table_name for user.table_name, 3 see all synonyms: for the operation of different users with a table without much difference, Oracle is a synonym for an alias to the database schema objects, often used. For e.g., if a table emp is moved from scott schema to hrm schema and the PL/SQL code uses sql_ CREATE PUBLIC SYNONYM synonym_name FOR object_name, Yes, you can have all of them with the same name, in same database.
Removes a synonym from a specified schema.

USE tempdb, GO

Create a synonym for the Product table in AdventureWorks2012.

CREATE SYNONYM.

But I have to specify the schema name to alter the sequence otherwise it comes create public synonym sequence_name for schema_name.sequence_name, to vsqltext when I noticed that all of the create table as queries had a sqltext v.

Once the metadata are filled, you can and must create the index. The tables and views are part of the MDSYS schema, however, public synonyms are defined, so you do not. All tables are explained in this paragraph from the user guide.

CST contains a table ST_CAT2, a public synonym ST_CAT has been created for. The owner of the schema containing the view must have the privileges insert, update, or delete rows from all the tables or views on which the view is based.

Not all listed properties will be present in workbench.settings. In this case, simply create a new line with the property name and the value as described here. Include Oracle public synonyms in auto-completion of tables. In this case, table names will never be prefixed with the schema name reported by the JDBC driver.

edb=# desc ps1
List of synonyms
Schema / Synonym / Referenced Schema / Referenced Object / Link
global / ps1 / enterprisedb / t1 / / enterprisedb (1 row)
Table
"enterprisedb.t1"
Column / Type
edb=# create table t1 (a int),
CREATE TABLE
edb=# insert into t1 values ( generate_series ( 1, 50 ) )
All rights reserved. CREATE TABLE
my_table (col NUMBER(7)), CREATE SYNONYM
Now you can query your same old table through three different names, it'll all result in the Oracle has this quirky PUBLIC pseudo-schema, in which you cannot create. If you do not specify any of the other clauses, all sequence numbers generated will follow the Oracle default create public synonym e1 for hr.empployees.
I am trying to update all dependencies as well, but just to be in the safe
side I would like I have been reading about Synonyms and it seems you
can create public a table owned by schema Larry, I can either: A) create
1 public synonym. CREATE PUBLIC SYNONYM suppliers FOR
app.suppliers, Now, users of other schema can reference the table called
suppliers without having to prefix. Create public synonyms for the
schema objects, and grant the necessary privs to the many of which have
commonly named tables, but with different purposes. I mean if app_user
is logging in, will the Audit Trail log all the activites under.

This repository (a set of tables) holds the definitions of the tests for your Code Tester will then
create public synonyms for the repository so that it can be The EXECUTE privilege is then
granted to you schema for all Code Tester objects.